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EDITORIAL

EvERY MEMBER OF THE RAre is anxious that the Massey Medals Competition be the success that the founder
hoped for it. Those who think seriously about it are determined that it be a great and continuing success. Its
success is not just that, every few years, a number of buildings are deemed meritorious and obtain prizes. It is
that these buildings in a wide variety of classes would show the general public what, in the opinion of an expert
jury, is fine architecture in their community. We were privileged to be present when Mr Massey first explained
his wishes and his hopes for the Competition. An ultimate improvement in our street architecture toward which
the Medals would contribute was the theme that occupied our attention. That was a lofty aim, and after several
years of experiment, it may be worthwhile reviewing the Competition. So far as we know, only minor changes
in category have affected the original Competition draft.
In the first place, we should go on record as saying that, in our opinion, juries have been admirably chosen
and the successful buildings have been ones that we could be proud to present to the public as fine architecture.
That, in itself, is an achievement that must be rare in a continuing competition of any kind. In spite of all that,
we detect an undercurrent of feeling that the time has come for a reassessment of the terms of the Competition
and, more important to us, a restatement of its aims. Is the improvement of the architecture of city street, residential district and of our public buildings at all levels of government best served by a competition based on
photography, and judged in Ottawa? Since the days when the Toronto Chapter used to hold exhibitions (attracting 35,000 in one fortnightly period) with prizes, our views on judging have changed. Critics like Lewis
Mumford who criticize housing in London only after seeing the building inside and out, and talking to the
people who live in it, have affected our point of view. It seems to us that all else is facadery and photography.
So greatly has our thinking changed (and we speak we presume for the profession) that where once we would
have considered a judge biased who was familiar with a building, we now consider him handicapped where
he is unfamiliar with it. It might truthfully be said that familiarity breeds respect. We are, of course, discussing
the now rather rare competition by photograph, and not competition by graphic presentation in which all
designs are unknown to the jury, and no competitor has an advantage over another where the drawings shown
are mandatory.
We presume there will be a gap of a year between the last Massey Medal Competition and the next, and we
respectfully suggest to Council that every detail of the terms of competition be re-examined. To make such a
suggestion does not indicate any basic weakness in the Competition itself. If it is to be a vital element, as it
should, in the development of architecture in Canada, the terms should be re-examined at least once every
decade. Our own hope is that the RAIC Council and its advisers can invent a method of decentralization in
which we may get back to buildings and away from photography. We have been fortunate in our judges in the
past, and, except for the member from another country, they have been such as could readily be found in metropolitan centres from Halifax to Vancouver. Local juries of three could without undue hardship or expense visit
buildings in the Competition in a region to be defined by the Massey Medals Committee. We heartily agree
that the problem is not quite as simple as we have stated, but we offer it as a basis for discussion. When the
judging is finished, we should like to see photographs of the successful buildings go to Ottawa for the pleasant
ceremony of awards that has become a tradition.
The educational value of the Massey Medals really begins at that point when the photographs go on tour
(and to the editor of the Journal of the RAIC!), and that aspect of the Competition might be a study in itself for
a committee. Far too little publicity is given to the photographs when they reach a city, and the place of exhibition is usually inaccessible to all but a few. Among the problems we have left to a committee is how to find
the best dog in the show. Do we need him, and do we believe it realistic, or aesthetically possible, to say that
this man's house is better than that man's hospital?

Exterior view from norch-west
showing entrance foyer at right

Imperial Oil Limited, Sarnia, Ontario
Office Building for the Engineering Division of the Mamt[acturing Department

Architects and Engineet·s, John B. Parkin Associates
Associate-in-Charge, John E. Owen
View from south-west
with lecture hall at left

General Cotltractor, Ctlrran-H erridge Constmction Co. Ltd.

HUGH ROBERTSON - PANDA

B. PARKIN ASSOCIATES was commissioned during the winter of '53 - '54 to proceed with this design. Basically, the
building houses approximately one hundred and seventy people (mostly engineers) divided into four main sections - Mechanical, Construction, Process and Operations' Analysis. Each
section does its specific type of engineering work under the
guidance of a chief engineer. The responsibilities of these coordinated sections, the Engineering Division, is to select, design and install new refinery equipment and to advise on problems encountered during regular operations.
The site measures 154'-0" in depth and 400'-0" in width,
along Christina Street with a two-storey and basement building
of 65'-0" x 240'-0". Off the fully glazed foyer, with cloakrooms
and washrooms below, is a fifteen-sided cylindrical lecture
room, 45'-0" in diameter, with banked seating for one hundred
people. Site planning is by the architects' landscape department.
A sidewalk elevator is used for receiving and shipping. The
basement has a glazed perimeter over which the upper floors
project. It contains two I.B.M. calculating machines, and a reproduction-plan filing department from which plans and files
flow to the upper-floor drafting rooms via a dumbwaiter. There
are two darkrooms with stainless steel equipment.
The upper floors follow the double corridor plan, with conference rooms, stenographic pools, filing and washrooms in the
centre core. Each office has a storage wall along its corridor
side.
Imperial Oil is unique among oil companies in Canada for
the amount of engineering work done on its projects by its own
personnel. It is felt that the best work is done with engineers
working singly or in pairs in their own offices. We find , therefore, that the first and second floors of this new office building
contain mostly private offices.
The lecture room walls have an especially designed fibreglas
acoustic-pattern treatment which is covered with fabric mounted between walnut fins. The fins serve to break up and disperse
the sound. There is also a suspended white oak ceiling. The
room contains a projection booth, and will serve as a conference hall on occasion.
The external panels, divided by steel posts, are of Colonial
purple brick which occurs in panels in other parts of the building. All exposed steel, both internally and externally, is sandblasted, metalized and painted. External doors are either
glazed or flush slab porcelain enamel.
Partitions are either a glazed wood frame type or clay tiles
plastered both sides. Ceilings throughout are finished with
acoustic tiles. CoiTidor floors are of rubber tile, while those in
the office are linoleum. Steel staircases and the foyer floor have
a special Venetian terrazzo finish.
The outer skin of the two-storey mass consists of two aluminum sheets with a "Styrofoam" core forming a sandwich, the
outer sheet being porcelain enamelled and factory sealed into
anodized aluminum frames. This lW' outer skin is backed witl1
"Durasol" precast wood-concrete slabs at 5" thick with vertical
joints and having a 1.25 B.T.U. rating. The fixed aluminum
sash contains sealed double glazing. The frames are assembled
in 5'-0" widths in two heights, each mullion being in two
halves. This constitutes a sealed building which is air conditioned throughout. Detailing provides for venetian blinds.
The superstructure consists of structural steel rigid framing .
All connections are welded to give full continuity to all steel
members. The floors and roof are of precast reinforced concrete
slabs. The column loads are transmitted to the soil by means of
a two-way reinforced concrete foundation slab of raft type
with special sheru· reinforcing at column bases.
The roof slab has a 2" topping, 20-year bond asphalt flat
built-up roofing with a 1" fibreglas core. The roof over the
main block can be flooded to a depth of 2" for cooling.
Heat for the air conditioning and otl1er mechanical systems
in the building is supplied by steam from tl1e nearby Imperial
Oil refinery, and is converted to hot water by means of a calm·iRer within the new building. The building is equipped with
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year-round air conditioning. This is accomplished by the use
of four distinct air conditioning systems. The periphery of the
upper two floors of the office wing are air conditioned by means
of a "Carrier" high-pressure system using high pressure air to
induce room air through recessed cooling units mounted below
the windows. Each room on the periphery system has individual temperature control.
The lecture hall, basement and interior rooms in the office
wing, and the entrance foyer, are air conditioned by means of
three conventional air conditioning systems. Lecture hall and
conference rooms are equipped with smoke exhaust systems.
In the office wing, the corridors are utilized as return air
plenums to convey the return air to the centrally located main
7'-0" x 21'-0" duct shaft leading directly to the Mechanical
Room. All four systems utilize chilled wa ter from a single refrigeration plant with a capacity of 200 tons. The centrifugal
compressor driver is a 200 H.P., 4,000 volt motor.
The use of a high pressme system for the periphery was decided mainly on the basis of the elimination of any possibility
of noise from the conventional fan-coil units.
Electrical service is supplied to the building through underground cables at 4,000 volts. Within the building there are
three services, a 4,000 volt service to the refrigeration compressor starter, a 440 volt, 3 phase power se1vice, and a 120/ 208
volt, 3 phase lighting service. All transformation is done at a
central switchboard, using transformers specially adapted for
quietness.
The bulk of the lighting in the office wing and entrance foyer
is accomplished with recessed fluorescent troffers with metal
louvres and rapid start ballasts. Intensities of 50 f.c. in the offices and 75 f.c. in the drafting rooms are used . The lecture hall
is lighted with incandescent recessed fixtures with concentric
louvres.
The building is equipped with an annunciator system connecting the private offices with the secretarial pool and porters' station.

4

5

1) Interior of lecture hall

2) Rear screen wall and en try to lecture hall
3) Typical private office
4) 5) West elevation showing join of main building block

to entrance foyer
6) Main entry and exterior face of lecture hall
6
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Fa~ade

from street

Offices of Gardiner, Thornton, Gathe & Associates, Architects
Vancouver, British Columbia

The location of these offices betwee-n the present down town busitless
area and Stanley Park is the fastest growing office area in the city.
The site is 40' 0" x 131' 0" and backed by a lane.
The plans show genera/layout which allows four main zones of operation.
1. Basement for functions to which the public need no access; mimeographing, sample storage- model making. lunch room and drawings
vatJlt.
2. Main floor is divided into three parts:
a) Principals' offices and library- (Conference).
b) Drattghting room and SuperviJion from Office Manager's Office.
c) Secondary Conference area controlled by office manager and secretarial section, wed by contractors and sales representatives, also for
sample storage.
Constmction is of reinforced concrete and exposed steel columns, allowance for an additional floor was made. Walls are inmlated with 1"
cork and plastered.
Partitions are wood, glazed or plast~Jcred or light weight concrete block
ground smooth all faces, and laid up fairface both sides.
The elevation to street is a teak framed glazed wall with spandrel panels painted green behind glass.
Principals' offices have glazed metal sliding doors cttrtained to cor-ridor
and are inter-connected, for ease of access.
Reception area is panelled in marble wood and library in cedar.
Inter office 'phone and P.A. system are provided. Heating is by oil
fired G.B. Unit, forced hot water.
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View of draughting room from court
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Structural Design by Model Analysis
Per T. Christoffersen

STRUCTURAL DESIGN BY MODEL ANALYSIS is a fairly new field
of engineering.
At the beginning of this century engineers made use of
rubber models to investigate stresses in concrete dams, but
it was not until about thirty-five years ago that model analysis, as it is known today, really began to develop. This
development was caused by the more extensive use of
"rigid frames" in reinforced concrete and welded structural steel. Although at that time several methods were
available for theoretical design of rigid frames, most of
these required a great amount of work and involved many
possibilities of arithmetical errors. Several experimental
methods were developed whereby rigid frames could be
analyzed quite easily with models. Professor Hardy Cross
in the meantime published his method of moment distribution. The analysis of rigid frames became simple. Using
this method, a not too complicated rigid frame can be analyzed in a shorter time than it will take to only design a
model, without even thinking about building it, testing it,
and interpreting the results.
It was mainly in the construction of ships, cars, and airplanes that the experimental methods continued to develop
into what they are today. In these fields structural problems existed, that could not be solved by simple methods.
Today, a fairly recent development in modern architecture
has opened new fields for model analysis. Architects and
engineers are making more use of the strength of form and
the three-dimensional behaviour of structures. Expressions
like "space frames" and "stressed skin sb·uctures" are being used every day. The days are over when the engineer
can sit back in his chair, pick up his slide rule and his
tables, and put steel in a structure all laid out by the architect. There is more to modern structures than that. Many
of these modern structures are difficult to analyze theoretically. It took a team of four engineers six months to
determine the stress distribution in the reinforced concrete
shell roof of the broadcasting station in Copenhagen. It
has been told that Buckminster Fuller and his team worked
for two years to set up tables for the analysis of geodesic
domes.
Although model analysis may not be the solution to all
such problems, a great deal of them can be attacked this
way. There exists a great variety of methods and instruments, all of which have advantages and disadvantages.
It is impossible to describe them all without going into
technicalities and involved mathematical expressions. In

286

the following, therefore, only the main principles will be
illustrated by a few very simple examples. There are certain basic types of deformations which take place when
loads are applied to a structure.
Let us first consider the case of axial tension or compression.
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A bar of constant cross-section is being acted upon by two
unknown, equal, and opposite forces P. The bar could be
part of a complex truss or a complicated space frame. The
distance between two arbitrary points B and C on the bar
is I before loads are applied to the structure. After loads
are applied, the distance has increased to I
6 I. The
elongation of the bar between the points B and C can be
expressed :
·
PI
6 l=AE
"A" is the cross-sectional area of the bar, and "E" is the
modulus of elasticity of the material. From this expression
the unknown force P can be found
AE
P= I 61
P can be determined when A, E and I are known and 6 1
is measured. The instrument for measuring 6 1 can be
calibrated to give the force P directly. Before the bar is
built into the structure, it can be tested with a known force,
for example, P 1= 2 lbs. The instrument will indicate an
elongation 6h. If the elongation of the bar, when it is
tested in the structure, is 5 X 611, then the unknown force
is simply P = 5 X P1 = 10 lbs.
There are numerous methods by which the elongation
6 1 can be measured. Only two of them, which are mostly
used in structural models, shall be mentioned here. The
first is the well-known electric strain gage, which, especially after the second world war, has been used more and
more in experimental work. The bonded type consists of a
grid of alloy wire, approximately 1/ 1000 of an inch thick,
bonded to a paper base

+
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A bar of constant cross-section is being bent by an unknown bending moment M. The depth of the bar is d, its
moment of inertia is I, and the modulus of elasticity of the
material is E. The distance between two chosen cross-sections is 1. When the bar is bent by the unknown bending
moment M, the top £bres will be compressed by the
amount 6 1, and the bottom £bres will be stretched by the
same amount. The bending moment can be expressed:
2EI 6 1

--

M= d
This unit is cemented on to the model surface, and will
deform when the model is loaded.
If the model surface is in tension , the gage wire will
stretch, and its cross-sectional area will be reduced. Both
these phenomena increase the electrical resistance of the
wire. By connecting the gage to a battery, the change in
electrical resistance can be recorded from a reading on a
galvanometer. When the system is calibrated the reading
will give directly tl1e strain or the stress in the model. By
using a series of amplifiers the accuracy of the measurements can be increased beyond hat is normally required
for structural models. The equipment required is fairly
expensive, especially if a high degree of accuracy is necessary. The gages are usually destroyed by removal from the
model and can not be reused.
Another very popular instrument is the Huggenberger
Tensometer. This is a mechanical instrument, which relies
entirely on a lever system for magnification.

1

The deformation 6 1 can be measured by the same methods that were indicated before for a bar under axial stress.
1 is the gage length of the instrument, and E , I and d are
found from preliminary tests conducted with the bar before it is incorporated in the structure. Usually these preliminary tests are done with another bar, identical to the
£rst.
In the last example, the bending moment was determined by measuring the £bre strain. It can also be determined by measuring the radius of curvature of the bent
bar, in which case the bending moment is expressed

1
M=El
r is the radius of curvature

r

r

r

®

The gage length 1 is usually £xed at J~ inch or 1 inch, but
instruments with variable gage length are also available.
Different models have magnifications from 300 to 2000.
Assuming one scale division ec_::.;al to .05 inches, each division can represent a movement of 1/ 40,000 inch. An important advantage of this instrument is that it can be
reused. However, some skill is required in handling, and
inexperienced operators might £nd some difficulty, especially in the mounting of the instrument.
The next type of deformation to consider is bending.
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Assuming the bending moment to be constant between the
points A and B, the deflection curve will take the shape of
a circle, and the curvature is

Be

Be

r = F + 4e 2 = )2
where 1 is the distance between A and B, and e is the deflection of point C below the straight line AB.
This deflection can be measured with a dial indicator
mounted on a frame with two legs. The moving point in
the centre is kept in contact with the model surface by a
built-in spring in the indicator. Another method to determine the curvature of a bent bar consists of measuring the
angle change of reflected beams of light. For this purpose
small mirrors can be attached to the surface of the bar.
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If the angle change of each mirror in this simple example
is a, the curvature is 2a
r= 1
Special microscopes have been designed for measuring such
angle changes. The accuracy is usually about 2 seconds.

(1;00 degree)
So far only bending of bars has been considered. The
next step is the bending of plates. In order to understand
the behaviour of plates under loads, it is necessary to know
the so-called Poisson effect.
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Consider a bar in tension. The length of the bar increases
from 1 to 1 6. 1.
At the same time the thickness of the bar decreases from
t to t -!:J, t.

+

6.t
t

The ratio---= iJ. is called Poisson's ratio.
6.1
1
and is the ratio of the b·ansverse strain to the longitudinal
strain.
The Poisson effect is, in other words, the effect of a deformation in one direction upon the deformation perpendicular to that direction. Poisson's ratio is a constant which
depends only on the material, and is independent of size
and shape.

Most so-called one-way slabs are therefore strictly
speaking not one-way slabs at all.

®
Designating one arbitrary direction as x, and the direction
perpendicular to it as y, the bending moments in tl1ese
directions can be expressed-

~~2 :x +

~IiJ-2

t+

l~x

Mx = 1
(
iJ. :Y ) and My= 1
(
iJ.
)
1
1
rx and T; are the curvatures in the x andy directions and
iJ. is Poisson's ratio .
If, in a very wide one-way slab, xis chosen in the direction of the span, there will be no curvature in the y direction.
This means that ry =

0

and the bending moments are then
EI
1
EI
1
Mx = 1-iJ-2 rx and My= 1- iJ-2 iJ. rx = iJ.Mx
although there is no curvature in the y direction there is
still a bending moment in that direction.
For concrete iJ.= i, so that theoretically the transverse
bending moments in one-way slabs can be i of those in
the direction of the span, even for uniformly distributed
loads. For concentrated loads they can of course be even
larger. This is another reason for providing temperature
reinforcement in one-way slabs.
The bending moments in different directions in one point
are related to each other. In general, if the bending moments are known in three different directions, the bending
moment in any direction can be. calculated.
This can be illustrated using a Mohr's circle.
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Consider a rectangular plate supported along two opposite
edges and loaded by a uniformly distributed load. The
longitudinal section will deflect like a beam. The top fibres
will be in compression and the bottom fibres in tension.
The Poisson effect will cause the top fibres to expand transversely, whereas the bottom fibres will contract in the
transverse direction. The result is, that the cross-section
will curve upward, and the two free edges of the plate
will twist.
Now suppose that this rectangular plate is part of an
infinitely wide plate. The twisting of the two edges will
then be resisted by the adjacent parts, and bending will be
introduced in the transverse direction.
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When, for a certain point, the Mohr's circle is determined then the conditions at that point are fully described.
Bending moments represent points on the circle. For drawing a circle three points are required. If the bending moments are known in the three directions x, y and z, the
circle is determined.
Very often in experimental work a fourth direction u is
included for checking purposes. If the bending moment
M. does not come on the point of the circle where it is supposed to, then something is wrong and the measurements
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must be repeated. Among all directions there are in general
two so-called principal directions. They are perpendicular
to each other and represent the directions of the extreme
bending moments, for example maximum and minimum.
When the principal moments M 1 and M 2 are known, the
Mohr's circle can be drawn without the use of a third point.
The deformations of a plate can be measured in very
much the same way as those of a bar. Bending moments
can be determined from surface strains measured with
Huggenberger Tensometers or electrical strain gages, or
from curvatures measured with dial indicators or reflected
light. Various forms of electrical strain gage rosettes have
been developed with gages in two or more directions.
The four-gage 45 o rosette seems to be the most favourable of them all because it combines the advantages of
most other types. One gage serves for checking.

for the actual testing. The screen can be rotated around its
horizontal axis such that angular deflections can be measured in any desired direction. The curvatures can be
determined from the angle changes as mentioned earlier.
It is well known that reinforced concrete is not an absolutely elastic material. Nevertheless, most design methods
are based on the assumption that it is elastic. The first requirement of a model is then, that it is elastic, and that the
deformations are proportional to the loads.
The second general requirement calls for complete geometrically similar deformations in model and prototype.
This means that deflections at different points on the model
must have the same relation to each other as the deflections
at the corresponding points in the actual structure. In order
to obtain similar deformations it is not always necessary
that the model be completely geometrically similar to the
prototype.
In a structure where all members are subject to only
axial tension and compression, the elongation of a member
is determined by the expression:

1
6l=P

EA

It is therefore necessary, that the ratio between the EA

values of the individual members is the same in the model
as in the actual structure.

®
At points where the principal directions of strains are
known, only two directions are needed, and a much simpler rosette can be used, consisting of only two gages perpendicular to each other.
A special method has been developed using reflected
light to measure angle changes.

®
One surface of the model is made reflective, and the model
is mounted vertically in front of a ruled screen. A point P
on the model is observed through a small opening in the
screen, and the image of a point A on the screen is recorded
by a camera. When the model deflects under load, the
point P on the model will reflect a new point B on the
screen.
Thus, the distance AB is recorded photographically, and
with the known distance 'a' between model and screen the
angle between P A and PB can be determined. This angle
is equal to twice the angle change of the model at point P.
The camera records simultaneously the angle changes
of as many points P as there are rules reflected from the
screen, thereby reducing considerably the time required
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Take as an example a frame with hinges as shown. For
loads applied only at the hinges, each member will be subject to axial tension or compression. The ratio of stresses
in the individual members will not change if all members
are made twice as long, or three times as thick. Nor will it
change if the cross-sectional dimensions or shape of one
member alter, as long as the member has the same crosssectional area.
One thing which is not allowed is to change the geometry of the layout. It is obvious that the structure in the
second figure will have a different stress distribution, although it is possible to design the second structure such
1
that the ratio of the EA values of the individual members
will be the same as in the first structure. The scale of the
layout, however, can be completely different from the scale
of the cross-sectional areas without affecting the result.
Another example: A continuous beam supported on frictionless rollers, and loaded by vertical loads.
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In this structure there exists no axial forces : All deformations are due to bending moments and shear forces. The
}3

deflections due to bending moments are proportional to EI.
The requirements for similar deflections are then:
1. The ratio of the spans 11 to 12 must the same in model
and prototype.
2. The ratio of EI of the first span to EI of the second
span must also be the same.
The cross-sectional areas of the two beams are not restricted by these requirements, only the moments of inertia.
The deflections due to shear are usually very small and
can often be neglected. If they are to be included, then
certain additional requirements must be fulfilled regarding the cross-sectional areas and the so-called shearing
modulus G. The shearing modulus is related to the modulus of elasticity by the expression E
G=2(l + p.)
where p. is Poisson's ratio.
Strictly speaking this means that Poisson's ratio should be
the same for model and prototype, which often will cause
difficulties.
The fourth and last type of deformation is due to torsion,
which again adds further similarity requirements as to the
form of the cross-sections, and also requires Poisson's ratio
to be the same for model and prototype.
The whole thing can be summarized as follows:There are four basic types of deformation and they
are caused byAxial stress (tension or compression)
Bending
Shear
Torsion
Each of the four types imposes certain requirements
as to similarity between model and prototype.
If, in a structure, all four are significant, then the model
must be completely geometrically similar to the prototype,
and have the same Poisson's ratio. If, on the other hand,
the effect of one or more types is negligible, certain similarity requirements may be omitted, resulting in more freedom in the design of the model. There are cases where the
designer might need all the freedom he can get.
The loads which are applied to models must also satisfy
certain similarity requirements. First of all they must of
course be applied at points on the model corresponding to
the points at which loads are applied to the structure. Uniformly distributed loads may be represented by a system
of concentrated loads which will produce the same deflections.
The absolute magnitude of the loads is not important
as long as the ratio between the different loads applied to
the model is the same as the ratio between the corresponding loads which will be applied to the structure. The absolute magnitude of the loads is usually determined from
considerations of the flexibility of the model and the available instruments for measuring the deformations.
The deformations must be so large that they can be measured with accuracy, but not so large that the model is
stressed beyond the elastic limit of the material. Too large
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deflections of flexural members might cause serious mistakes due to membrane stresses. This can be illustrated by
a simple example -

A beam with large deflections will tend to pull at its
supports. If the supports resist, there will be an axial force
acting in the beam, and the condition of pure bending does
not exist any more. The axial force will affect the deflections, which will be no longer proportional to the loads.
This phenomenon is especially of importance in the analysis of plates.
After the model has been tested, and all forces have
been determined, the results must be transferred to the
actual structure. This is usually very simple. In the case
of bending, for example, the moments acting in the structure can be expressedM=c wl 2
The corresponding bending moments which have been
determined in the model are ·
Mm=C Wm 1m2
from which
Mm
C=Wm 1m2
Due to similarity the constant c is the same at corresponding points in model and prototype, and the bending moments of the structure can be expressed -

w
l2
M=Wrn 1m2

Mm

w
wm is the ratio of loads on prototype and model. 1m2 is the
square of the scale factor of the layout, and Mm has been
determined from the tests.
So far, only models with a certain geometrical similarity
to the prototype have been considered. There is, however,
another group of model testing methods, which often make
use of models of a completely different nature. These are
the so-called analogy methods. It frequently occurs that
two or more completely different phenomena follow the
same mathematical laws, so that by studying one phenomenon the conclusions can also be applied to another.
Th~ idea can be illustrated by a simple example, a rigid
frame consisting of beams and columns.
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If a moment is applied at one of the joints, the moment
distribution method will easily give the distribution of
bending moments throughout the whole frame in accordance with the relative stiffnesses of the individual members.
If, on the other hand, the frame considered is a network of
water pipes, for example, the water mains of a city, and
water is supplied to the network at one of the joints, the
flow of water in all the individual pipes can be calculated
by practically the same method. There exists, in other
words, an analogy between the distribution of bending
moments in a structural frame and the flow of water in a
network of pipes.
What, however, is more interesting for our purpose is
that the frame can be considered a network of electric
wires, and that there exists an analogy between the distribution of bending moments and the flow of electric currents.
It is therefore possible to analyze certain structures by
measuring electric currents in analogue electrical models.
In such models the stiffnesses of individual structural members are represented by electrical resistance, which can
easily be changed. It is often difficult to change dimensions
of geometrically similar models after they are built. Much
care must therefore be used in designing the model so that
none or only minor changes will be necessary. Electrical
models have the advantage, that should the test results
prove that certain members are inadequate or overdesigned, the test can be repeated with different stiffness
ratios simply by changing the electrical resistance. Rather
than being the model of one specific frame, it is the model
of a certain type of frame, and can be used for many cases.
The moment distribution method was mentioned as a
possibility for the theoretical analysis of a frame. It is also
possible to find the bending moments by setting up a system of simultaneous equations, which often require much
work. If the results are found by using an electrical model,
this model has become an electric computing machine for
solving a certain system of simultaneous equations, a socalled analogue computer.
The University of British Columbia is at present building an analogue computer which I believe will be made
available to the public. Electrical computers are not normally considered as models, but they have been included
here merely to point out that all structural models can be
considered as computing machines for the solution of certain mathematical problems which might be very difficult
to solve theoretically. It is often easier to set up the problems in a mathematical form than it is to solve the problem
numerically. Solutions supplied by models can therefore
often be checked by substitution of the numerical values
in the mathematical expressions. By combining theory and
experiments this way the tests can in many cases be considerably simplified.
Another example of the use of analogy is the well known
membrane analogy for torsion.
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bar of arbitrary cross-section is being twisted by a torsiOnal moment M, the magnitude of which is known.
The problem is to find the distribution of shear stresses
over the cross-section of the bar.

®

@

For this purpose an airtight box is made. An opening of the
same shape as the cross-section of the bar is cut in the top
of the box. The opening is covered with a soap film, and air
is pumped into the box. The soap film will deflect, and the
mathematical equation of the deflected surface has the
same form as the equation for the stress distribution over
the cross-section of the bar.
At any point the maximum slope of the soap film is equal
~o the magnitud.e of the stress at the corresponding point
m the cross-section of the bar. The torsional moment M is
equal to twice the volume included between the deflected
soap film and the horizontal surface of the plate. The deformation of the soap film can be recorded by measuring
angles of reflected light beams as mentioned previously.
All model materials have their advantages and disadvantages .. The ideal material should allow relatively large
deformations to take place within its elastic range; it
should be homogeneous; its elastic properties should not
~e affected by changes in temperature and humidity, and
1t should have no creep characteristics.
Poisson's ratio should be the same as for the prototype,
and for practical and economical reasons the material
should be easy to work with 1 so that the cost of building
the model is not excessive. Steel, aluminum alloys and
brass are very suitable materials for certain types of models, for others the fabrication can become rather difficult
and expensive. Plaster of Paris is often used for models of
reinforced concrete shell structures. By following a certain
procedure for mixing and curing, a reliable material can
be obtained. It is necessary to make small test pieces from
the same batch as the model is made from in order to deetermine the elastic properties of the material. An important advantage is that Poisson's ratio of plaster of Paris is
close to that of concrete. The main disadvantage is that the
allowable deformations are small, so that very accurate
instruments are required to obtain reliable results.
Different plastics have been used successfully for structural models. They have the advantage of easy workability
and deform easily. The disadvantages are the sensitivity to
atmospheric changes and the creep of the material under
load. Creep means, that when a load is applied and the
instantaneous deformation has taken place, the material
will continue to deform for some time before the final
deformation is reached. The modulus of elasticity of plastics can vary with the temperature and with the age of the
material. These undesirable properties of plastics sometime make it impossible to obtain sufficiently accurate
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results for the scientist. The practical engineer, however,
can easily take precautions to ensure that the error is on
the safe side.
In some cases a model test might provide a quicker solution to a problem than a theoretical analysis, and because
part of the work can be carried out by less qualified assistants it might be possible to produce a certain design at a
lower cost. This can easily occur in the case of rather unusual structures like space frames and more complicated
concrete shells, where a theoretical analysis can be very
difficult or impossible. In other cases models can be used
to check an involved theoretical analysis against major
errors in the numerical evaluation or in the assumptions
made.
There might in otherwise conventional structures exist
special problems that could warrant the expense of tests,
for example, large openings in floor systems, or an irregular column spacing. Flat slabs or flat plate structures where
the columns are spaced irregularly to suit the architectural
layout, are not difficult to design by model analysis. There
might be a small premium to pay for the more complicated
placing of reinforcing steel, but it would be worth it to
avoid a husky column in the middle of the living room.
Certain types of structures are usually designed by empirical methods. Such methods must be set up in a general
way to include many different cases, and cannot possibly
take full advantage of special conditions which may affect
the economy.
A proper mathematical analysis or a model test can in
such cases reduce the cost of the structure. The actual
amount of saving depends on the type and the size of the
structure and the magnitude of the loads. If a structure
consists of a great number of similar units, considerable
savings can be achieved by the use of a model which
includes only a few units. In a ten story building, for
example, where all floors are similar, the model needs to
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be of only one storey. If a building has twenty similar
bays in each direction, the model might only include five
bays in each direction.
The few model tests that our firm has conducted so far
have all been for different types of flat slabs. I believe I am
on the safe side in saying that the average saving has been
in the order of 20% of the reinforcing steel in the slabs.
The model analysis results in a different distribution of
reinforcing steel in the slab, such that more steel is concentrated where it is really needed. This might not increase
the ultimate strength of the slab, because there will be a
redistribution of stresses such that highly stressed parts of
the slab will be relieved by less stressed parts. This redistribution of stresses, however, will not take place without
certain deflections, and deflections are sometimes critical,
especially in flat plate floors.
The cost of conducting model tests can vary from a few
hundred to several thousand dollars, depending on the
amount of work involved. If the reason for using model
analysis is to reduce the cost of the structural design, the
engineer should absorb the cost in his fee. If, on the other
hand, the purpose is to achieve savings in the cost of the
structure, and the model analysis involves extra costs to
the engineer, then this analysis should be considered as a
special service, and paid for separately by the owner.
Model analysis provides a very useful tool and gives architects the freedom of designing without being limited by
conventional methods of analysis.
References:
M. Hetl~nyi: "Handbook of Experimental Stress Analysis".
F. K. Ligtenberg: "The Moire Method- A New Experimental
Method for the Determination of Moments in Small Slab Models."
Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Stress Analysis, Vol.
XII, No.2.

The above paper was given at a seminar at the Annual Assembly of
the RAIC in Banff, Alberta, 1956.
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An Address to the RAIC Annual Assembly, Banff, Alberta
Basil Dean

WHEN I WAS HONORED by an invitation from your Institute to speak to you tonight, it was suggested that you
might like to hear something about the province in which
you are holding your convention this year, with special
reference to its architecture. I started out with the best of
intentions in preparing a few remarks which I thought I
might convey to you this evening, but it did not take me
very long to decide that with my limited capacity, I would
be better advised to steer clear of so large a subject; and so
far as architecture is concerned, you could not find anyone
in the country more uninstructed than I am.
As you know, I am a newspaperman, and in the course
of my newspaper work, I have seen a little bit of the world
here and there, and have had some opportunity to observe
a few of the more curious manifestations of the human
character. With this in mind, and having regard to the fact
that you have now emerged from three days of presumably fairly solemn and serious deliberations, I propose to
deal somewhat lightheartedly with two of these manifestations. One of them I observed in England, and the other
in Alberta. I am, therefore, going to talk to you about English plumbing on the one hand, and the Alberta Liquor
Control Act on the other. At first glance, I suppose it might
be thought that there is no conceivable connection between the two, except for the fact that the Alberta Liquor
Control Act is concerned, in part, with what enters the
human body at one end, and English plumbing is concerned, in part, with .. . well, perhaps we will leave it at
that.
I spent twenty-three years of my life in England as an
Englishman, and more recently I have spent another six
years there, both during and after the war, as a Canadian.
Most of the observations I am about to make to you are
the observations of a Canadian looking in from the outside,
not as an Englishman looking from within. ·
I supose many of you have visited England at one time
or another, and some of you, I have no doubt, have had
occasion to observe the singular philosophy with which
the English approach all problems relating to plumbing
and heating. Although this philosophy, I believe is unique
in the civilized world, it is fairly simply stated. The objective is to do things in the hardest possible way that human
ingenuity can devise. Its success is measured in terms of
the numbers of pipes that can be successfully caused to
freeze in a mild winter, the number of open drains that
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can be attached to a desirable detached residence, and the
element of skill required to persuade a tempermental toilet
to flush. All these things are clearly considered to be influences essential for the efficient production of what is
known, for excellent reasons, as the hardy island breed.
If you were practising your profession in England, you
would find that the by-laws require all water pipes to be
on outside walls, preferably, so far as I can gather, on the
outside of the wall where maximum exposure to the elements can be guaranteed. This is necessary, of course, because the temperature in England, at least in the south,
rarely falls below 20° above, and it is not easy to get pipes
to freeze under those circumstances. You would also discover that all drains must be carried into the open air before waste matter is permitted to enter the main sewer.
The purpose of this is quite evident since the drain will
unfailingly freeze whenever it is cold. You will see the
logic of this. Since water pipes are frozen and nothing
can go into the drainage system, there is no point in making
provision for anything to go out.
Another ingenious device · involves the hot water systems, for the relatively small number of houses that happen
to be equipped with them. It is not permitted to have the
hot water tank served directly from the main; it must be
served from a separate gravity tank, which is invariably
placed in the roof, which, in turn, guarantees that it, too,
will freeze up any reasonably cold night.
But the English genius for plumbing reaches its zenith
in the matter of that piece of equipment without which
you cannot have a three-piece bath. The cistern arrangement for this equipment is devised so that it works from
a syphon, instead of from the normal rubber plunger with
which we are familiar on this side of the Atlantic. The disadvantage of our system is that any fool can make it work;
in England this takes skill and knowledge. The operation
must be approached with the greatest care - incidentally,
it usually involves pulling a long chain. There is no more
efficient trap for the unwary, especially since the innocent
traveller, if he does by any accident succeed in getting it to
work, is promptly confronted by the most horrifying noises
which fill the entire house, and leave all its occupants in no
doubt whatever about what he has been up to.
Under the circumstances I have described, it is not surprising that English heating is, if anything, more curious
than English plumbing. From time to time, I have gone
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into some of the motivations behind the philosophy of the
open fireplace, which, I believe, is generally regarded as
about 10o/o efficient. The best answer was contained in a
Royal Commission report published just after the war on
the subject of the efficient utilization of fuel, in which it
was carefully explained that central heating was undesirable because the absence of fireplaces meant that there
was no focal point around which the family could gather.
I think this was more clearly put by a member of my own
family to whom I was explaining the advantages of having
a furnace. She pondered this for a while and then said,
"Yes, I can see that that's all very well, but where do you
sit?"
It was much the same approach, I presume, which led
a group of people in the north of England, who were the
subjects of a survey conducted by this same Royal Commission, to vote between 60 and 70 per cent against constant hot water. I may add that the survey was conducted
in a mining and heavy industrial area where the common
practice was, and is, for the man of the house to come
home in the evening and sit in a large tin bathtub in front
of the kitchen fire, the tub having been filled with hot
water heated in pots on the stove.
In 1946, or thereabouts, there were signs of a softening
of these attitudes, but I am happy to report that the softening seems to have been only temporary, and was doubtless the result of a Socialist government. In that year, I
went to a house-building exhibition, in which was displayed a magnificent device which was called a house
engine. This was a piece of very solid cast iron machinery,
fully 20 feet high, and obviously designed to be placed on
a foundation and a house subsequently built around it. It
was about 8 feet square, and on one side at the bottom
was a rather elaborate form of an old-fashioned kitchen
coal range; on the other side, opposite the range, was a
large open fireplace. There were various arrangements of
heating ducts to carry air past the heating surfaces, and
out through two registers at a high level, to provide some
heat for a pair of bedrooms upstairs. In between was a hot
water tank of sorts, and there were various other knickknacks, such as an airing cupboard, provided for at the
upper level. The literature, which was voluminous and
highly learned, explained that this device gave all the advantages of an open fireplace, plus whatever advantages
there might be in central heating as well.
Full flowering of the English genius - early morning tea
- the problem - the solution.
You will observe, I trust, that the English obviously regard excessive comfort as a sin. Here in Alberta, we have
invented other kinds of sins, the most prevalent of them
being the sin of drinking. About two generations ago, this
became so dreadful here and elsewhere in Canada, that
the Dominion Government, which had previously controlled it, washed its hands of the whole affair and handed
it over to the provinces. As a result, we passed a Liquor
Control Act in this province thirty-two years ago.
The Alberta Liquor Control Act, as revised in 1953, occupies about seventy pages of the Statute Book, which
may seem to you like a lot of space in which to tell the people of this province where and under what conditions they
may not drink; but, of course, you must remember that we
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are dealing here with a particularly wicked sin.
There are, if you look hard enough, a few sections in the
Act which tell you the circumstances under which drinking is legal, but these are so swamped by the hundreds of
other clauses telling you the circumstances in which it is
not legal, that they are visible only upon the closest examination. For example, Section 18 provides that a bona fide
traveller may convey liquor from one part of the province
to another, providing it is packed in his luggage. But Section 139 provides a minimum fine of $300.00, or a minimum of $1,000.00 if you are a corporation, for bringing
liquor into Alberta from any other province. I may add
that the court can, if it chooses, send you to jail for six
months without the option of a fine. I trust there are no
guilty consciences in this room tonight.
Incidentally, any officer of the peace, who suspects that
you are illegally in possession of any liquor, may search
your house, your car, or your person, without the prior formality of getting a warrant.
However, the Act gracefully recognizes that there are
certain circumstances when a man may stand in dire need,
and, as a consequence, it provides in Section 97 that a
dentist who deems it necessary that a patient being then
under treatment by him should be supplied with liquor
as a stimulant or restorative, may administer to the patient
the liquor so needed; but it sternly warns that no liquor
shall be administered by a dentist except to a bona fide
patient in case of actual need.
And in the very next Section, the legislators, who evidently did not want any suspicion to arise of unhumanity
to dumb animals, provide that a veterinary who deems it
necessary, in the course of his practice, may administer
liquor to a dumb animal. But again there is a stern warning
that no veterinary shall himself consume, nor shall he give
to or permit another person to consume, any liquor so
obtained. We must, I think, conclude that veterinary surgeons in the Province of Alberta are extremely strongminded people.
·
I may add that it is unlawful to describe any place of
business whatever as a bar. It is illegal to refer to it as a
milk bar or a coffee bar or a snack bar, regardless of whether alcoholic liquors are sold there or not, and similarly
it is an offence to use the name of any liquor in describing
any other commodity whatsoever, and the Act provides
proper penalties for such criminals as people who make
rum and butter candy, or who pack peaches in brandy.
It does not make any difference whether the candy actually contains rum, or the peaches are actually immersed
in real brandy. The penalty is the same in every case- i.e.,
two months in jail for a first offence.
It is an offence to serve liquor to any person under
twenty-one, unless that person happens to be your own
child or your ward. Consequently, anyone who hastily
marries a bride of nineteen or twenty, and who permits
his bride to drink, is guilty of an offence, the penalty for
which is imprisonment for a period of not less than one
month. I am, however, informed that the simple thing is
to invite your mother-in-law to accompany you on your
honeymoon, and ask her to serve the drinks on each and
every occasion. This enables you to escape the grim consequences of the law.
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Those of you who live in Alberta already know that
while it is an innocent pleasure for a man and his wife to
have a beer together in a tavern in the towns and smaller
cities, the same thing becomes a very wicked sin if they
attempt to do it in Edmonton or Calgary. For those of
you who are not so closely acquainted with our way of
life, in this province, I can only say that the obvious explanation, or rather the only explanation I can think of, is
that Edmonton and Calgary are immensely more wicked,
and more devoted to sin, than Lethbridge or Medicine Hat
or Banff. In any event, it is now more than thirty years
since it was legal for men and women to drink beer in
one another's company in Edmonton and in Calgary, and
we can only conclude that in all that time things have got
no better.
A few years ago, the people who watch over our morals
for us, relaxed sufficiently to permit the sale of intoxicating liquor by the glass in a few carefully chosen clubs, but
in order to ensure that institutions like the Ranchmen's
Club in Calgary or the Edmonton Club, did not forthwith
become latter-day imitations of the more notorious establishments of Pompeii, they inserted a regulation that no
member could take a guest to his club on more than fourteen days in any one year. If he takes his wife to his club
for dinner, say fifteen times in any one year, both of them
immediately become sinners of the deepest dye, and the
club is in danger of being banished from the permissive
regulations of the Liquor Control Act.
I have dealt hitherto with what may seem to you to be
two widely disconnected subjects - separated not only by
geography but by what you might call social function.
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However, I submitthey are not perhaps so completely unrelated as might seem at first glance. The Englishman's stolid
addiction to extremes of discomfort has this much in common with the Albertan's apparent addiction to a completely
unenforceable liquor law. Both, I think, are considered in
their respective places to be good for the soul and for the
character. The Englishman can escape from his plumbing
by emigrating to more congenial territory, as a good many
of them have. The Albertan escapes from his Liquor Act
chiefly by the simple process of ignoring it. There are, curiously enough, vast numbers of Englishmen, or people of
English descent, living in Alberta. I have no doubt that the
people who put the first liquor act together were predominantly of Anglo-Saxon origin, although I have no doubt
that they received able assistance from fairly large numbers of continuing Presbyterians whose origins lay north
of the Tweed. But the parodox of the matter is this: the
Englishman at home is quite content with his plumbing
and heating arrangements. The Englishman living in Alberta would rise in bloody revolt if any attempt were made
to impose English plumbing methods upon his life here.
Conversely, the Englishman living in Alberta somehow
gets along with the Alberta Liquor Act; but if you tried to
impose the Alberta Liquor Act in the United Kingdom, I
think that a new Guy Fawkes would appear, and that he
would undoubtedly succeed in blowing up the Houses of
Parliament.
If there is any solution to this paradox, I confess I do not
know what it is, except to say that the one predictable
thing about the human character is that it is always unpredictable.
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" SESSION ' 56 " BANFF, ALBERTA ... MR NEUTRA SKETCHES ...

We t:re glad to be able to show photographs, forwarded
to tiS by Mrs Neutra, of some colottr sketches made last
]a11uary during the famom meeting at the Banff School
of Fine Arts.
Captions are by "Lieber Meister" himself.
As well as adding to the pleasant memories of those
who participated in the Session, we thought that this
material gave a neat sample of where Mr Netttra focussed his expert eye and hand. In these casual sketches
of scenery and people, one may perhaps find illustrations of what he was thinking of during those fascinating talks about the physiological basis for architecture.
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Sunday outing.
View from Sunshine Lodge.

Fine Arts Building.
Skiers resting.
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Timberline Lodge. Deer looking through plate glass window into dining room.
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School of Fine Arts ... Last dance evening.
Sunday outing

to

Sunshine Lodge . .. Diners.

House of Mr Ernest J. Smith, Architect
Winnipeg, Manitoba

THE HOUSE IS DESIGNED for a family of 4 - mother and father
and two small girls, one five years and one one year. General
plan organization consisted of a complete separation of daytime and night-time activities. The plan evolved into a strict
rectangle with a central core appendage for entry. A breezeway and garage were developed on the north side of the house.
Living, dining and kitchen areas were conceived a general
square form with door height solid partition eli vision for kitchen
which was glazed from door height to sloped ceiling. The open
fireplace forms a sufficient division between the living and
dining. The dining area is a long form opening out to the east
through a large gable end window. The south end of this dining area is to be developed as a music area. The bedroom section divides into a master bedroom on the northwest and the
two children's rooms on the southwest. The division between
the children's rooms is a modernfold partition which can be
opened up for a play area.
Entry is made at ground level (eliminating outside steps
which are a dangerous element in Winnipeg's snow and ice
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winter) and from this entry the level is split so that the major
part of the house is on an upper level and the study, guest
room, recreation, laundry - sewing, workshop and heating are
on a lower level. This lower level attains a good light from an
adequate depth of window since house is raised out of the
ground. The main living area being up about 5' from grade
level allows for a pleasant overlook down onto the property
from the living room to a pleasant prairie scene view to the
south.
Finishes generally are plaster ceilings (sand finish in main
living, dining, kitchen area), walls of smooth finish plaster and
3" V-joint cedar in living areas, Boors are of linoleum in kitchen, bedrooms, bathroom and cork tile in living, dining and
enhy. Base throughout is a recessed asphalt tile cove. Details
throughout the house were carefully worked through with a
lightness and feeling for the material used. The breezeway
between garage and main house is screened in for pleasant
summer living free of Hies and mosquitoes.
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Exterior view

Fireplace end of living area

Kitchen and breakfast area

VfGETAbLE"7

House of Mr Roy Jessiman, Architect
West Vancouver, British Columbia

Outdoor living area
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View of parlour with stud y beyond

Fireplace end of parlour

Family room, lounge and dining area

Family room, working kitchen area
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Pacific Leasing Building
Vancouver, British Columbia
Architects, Toby & Russell

Construction- Steel frame, open web steel joists. Stupended ceilings,
acotutic tile finish.
Exterior Finish - 1 x 4 vert. cedar boards with extended shiplap joint.
Continttous aluminttm sash, sottth face protected by colored fibre
glass sttnshade carried on projected top chord of steel joists. There
are no bearing partitions.
Plan- Second floor similar to main floor. Plan is set ttP so that each
floor will divide simply into halves, quarters, or by using central
corridor on long axis into a number of smaller offices, with access
in all cases from both parking area and street .
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Ground floor plan

1) N orth elevation

2) D etail of entrance in north elevation
3) Draughting room of Toby & Russell
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NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN COUNCIL AWARDS
The products shown on this page have all won awards from the NIDC in
1956. They comprise a small selection of the complete range of winners
which may be found in the National Industrial Design Council official catalogue published by the Design Centre, Ottawa.
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1) 2) Dining Chairs
Designed by Sigrtm B1dow-Hiibe,
Montreal

Fat~ H eater
Designed by A. K. Tateishi and Staff, Toronto

7) Upholstery Fabric

Designed by Robert Kaiser, Doumsvietu, Ont.
4) Intercomtmmication Master Statiot•

6) Ceiling Fixtttre

D esigned by R. A. Lefebvre and P. E. Chapttt,
Montreat

Designed by H. Gottlieb, Montreal

8) Drapery Fabric
D esigned by Micheline Knaff, Toronto

3) Occasional Chair
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CHRIS LUND
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Designed by Helmi Ehasalu, Montreal

Improving Church Acoustics with Sound Reinforcement
R. W. Muncey and A. F. B. Nickson
of the Division of Building Research, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Melbourne, Australia

THE PROVISION OF GOOD ACOUSTICS in churches has always
been difficult as the satisfactory presentation of music and
of speech requires acoustic conditions that are in conflict.
For church music long reverberation is desirable, whereas
for intelligible speech short reverberation is necessary.
The reverberation time of most churches is naturally rather long because of their size and the materials from which
they are built, and this favors the music at the expense of
the speech. Attempts to overcome this difficulty have been
made largely by speaking slowly and deliberately, although the use of electronic sound reinforcement has been
tried in many of the larger churches, often with disappointing results. Recent experimental work, both abroad
and in Australia, has suggested some of the reason for
these results and the steps that may be taken to obtain
quite considerable benefits from the use of amplification
for speech. These developments are discussed more fully
below, and the results are presented in a manner suitable
for general application.
Church building forms and music have evolved over
many centuries so that present day traditions are largely
connected with what was acoustically possible in the Middle Ages when buildings were commonly constructed in
stone, had high arched ceilings and because of the lack
of any acoustic absorbents had a great amount of reverberation. Church music, therefore, was aided by this long
reverberation so that slow stately movement was the general rule. More recently services have increasingly included a sermon when the preacher seeks to implant new
thoughts in the minds of his congregation, and for clarity
of speech a reverberant building is far from suitable since
the echoes of syllables will tend to slur and mask the following syllables unless the preacher speaks slowly.
The inclination of an acoustic consultant when faced
with such a problem is to suggest that some absorption be
added to the building to reduce the reverberation to a
value more satisfactory for speech, but this is not feasible.
Although short reverberation is necessary for satisfactory
speech, long reverberation is required to build up the
sound level in large buildings, acoustic materials are difficult to introduce architecturally in a traditional building
and the cost, commonly of the order of one to two thousand pounds, is probably greater than any expected return.
The other possibility is the use of a sound reinforcing
system. The usual type has a microphone near the pulpit
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and the sound therefrom is amplified and fed to a number
of loudspeakers situated along the sides of the church and
directed downwards to the congregation. In such a system
it is inevitable that a listener will be conscious that whilst
the sound is obviously produced by the preacher it is actually coming from some point near at hand, either in
front or behind. This arrangement is rather similar to listening to a radio whilst watching the related performance
and although the intelligibility might be adequate, the division of visual and aural attention must reduce the total
concentration.
Overseas research studies recently published have
pointed to possible means of improving a reinforcing
system. A German worker, Haas, showed that if a person
hears a sound followed within l / 20 sec. by an echo (even
if considerably louder and from totally different direction)
all the sound appeared to come from the original source.
British workers have used techniques with electronic
equipment for introducing delays, together with the directional effect of a column of loudspeakers, and have made
it possible in St. Paul's, London, for the first time to hear
from the nave what is being said in the pulpit.
As electronic delay equipment would probably cost at
least as much as all the rest of the system and require far
more maintenance, it would be desirable, if possible, to
determine what improvement can be obtained without the
use of delay equipment. Consequently experiments have
been conducted in three halls in Melbourne - the Exhibition Building, the Frank Paton Memorial Presbyterian
Church in Deepdene and St. John's Anglican Church in
Camberwell. Permanent systems have since been installed
in both churches.
In each case standard microphones and amplifiers have
been used but the speaker systems are specially constructed. They consist of a number (about four) of normal loudspeakers arranged in a column. Such a column directs most
of the sound energy in a beam which is narrow in the vertical and wide in the horizontal direction. This pattern of
sound distribution is due to the fact that the energy which
is directed somewhat upward and downward from one
speaker interferes with that from the other speakers and
the result is a sound of low intensity. On the other hand
the sound energy directed horizontally reinforces that
from the other speakers and most of the energy is therefore contained in a horizontal "fan."
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In practice the whole column must, of course, be tilted
forward somewhat so that the fan of sound covers the
whole congregation, roughly so that a line from the centre
of the column and at right angles to it meets the plane of
the listeners' ears about half-way down the church. Again
the speaker column should be mounted above and slightly
behind the microphone to ensure that the sound from the
loudspeaker does not reach the listeners before that from
the preacher. The impression will then be that all the
sound is coming from the preacher despite the fact that
the total power is so great that an amplifying system is
obviously being used.
Theoretical studies have been made of the improvement
possible by this technique. For the unaided voice, the intelligibility of the sound over the main body of a church
is related to the volume of the church and its reverberation
time in the manner shown in Figure 1 (a). Few Australian
churches of volume above 100,000 cu. ft. will have a reverberation time less than 2 sec. and the acoustics will be
fair to poor or worse, perhaps better described as adequate
only for persons of normal acuity and with strained attention. Since in a church, 5 to 10 per cent of a congregation
will probably be below normal acuity and attention
should not need to be strained, it seems likely that churches of this volume and more need some sound reinforcement system. With a directional loudspeaker system (i.e.
with speaker columns) the intelligibility can be greatly
improved (see Figure 1 (b)) and few, if any, churches
would then have acoustics outside the range very good to
excellent. The improvement obtained in the three experimental installations compared well with that estimated
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from the Figure. Non-directional amplification when tried
in the same buildings gave little improvement - as the
theory would predict- and had the very serious drawback
of acoustical feedback causing howling.
An installation requires a standard microphone - preferably with a cardoid response so that sounds from the
front are emphasized- a standard amplifier and a suitably
located speaker column. The cost would probably be less
than a multiple speaker installation. The length of the
speaker column, the forward angle of tilt, the distance to
the rear of the church and the height of the centre of the
column are related as shown in Figure 2, the use of which
is explained in the Appendix. The forward tilt of the speaker column is somewhat difficult architecturally since sloping lines are not usual - this tilt is, however, essential for
the correct operation of the column. The amount that the
top projects horizontally beyond the bottom of the column
depends only on the length of the church - about 2% feet
for a length of 50 feet, 1ft. 10 in. for 100 feet, 1ft. 5 in. for
200 feet.
In one of the installations already completed the speaker
column has been enclosed in alterations to grill work of
the organ (although this has entailed having the speaker
column slightly in front of the microphone and so decreased the illusion of the source of the sound). In the second, two channels were required and the speaker columns
were erected in full view of the congregation and in unobtrusive materials with a frank expresion of their inherent
shape. In both the result is architecturally pleasing.
The use of electronic delay systems mentioned earlier
was found unnecessary and because of its cost and necessary maintenance was not recommended. In fact, few Australian buildings exceed 200 feet in length and seeing that
one column of speakers could adequately cover such a
length at the Exhibition Building (with a reverberation
time of 4 sec.) it seems that an electronic delay system
would be necessary in only the largest and most difficult
of Australian halls.
The success of the method of sound reinforcement described is perhaps best shown by the typical comment
offered by a number of people who did not feel that sound
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:reinforcement was necessary - "it is no.w much easier to
listen." This reaction resulting from an improvement of
the acoustic conditions for speech in two typical church
buildings indicates the truth of the general description
"suitable to p ersons of normal acuity with strained attention." The use of loudspeaker columns for speech purposes
alone ensures that the listening conditions for music are
unchanged.
Such a system, therefore, will provide, even in conditions where listening to a lecturer or preacher is very difficult and trying, excellent conditions for both preaching
and music.
Appendix
The use of Figure 2, which enables the design and position of a speaker column to be determined from the known
length that it is desired to cover with sound reinforcement,
is best illustrated with an example such as that following:
"I have a church 60 ft. wide and 80 ft. long from front
seats to back seats. What size speaker column do I need,
and where and how should it b e placed?"
The first step is to determine the length D, which is the
horizontal distance from the position of the floor above
which the column is to be placed to that point furthest
away from the column. For instance if the source of originating sound is near one corner of the seating area, then
the column will be faced along the diagonal of the rectangular seating area, and the distance D will be y 60 2
802
= 100 ft.; if the source of the originating sound is the
centre of the 60 ft. width, then the distance D will be
85 ft. Supose that for this example D is 100 ft. Then on referring to Figure 2 it will b e seen that D = 100 ft. is represented as a curve traversing the chart, which means that
there are a number of possible designs for a speaker column depending on the height at which the column can be
placed. If there is any freedom in selecting the height, then
it is desirable to make it large rather than small and so
reduce the unavoidable difference in sound level between
the front and back seats; on the other hand it may be seen

+
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from the chart that the higher the column be placed the
gr~ater must be the forward angle of tilt and the greater
the difficulty of_making an unobtrusive architectural feature of the column. It may happen that there is suitable
mounting place within the range of heights traversed by
the curve for D = 100 ft., in which case this height will
probably be chosen. For the example under consideration
suppos~ that the speaker column position is determined by
a maximum permissible tilt angle of 20°. A height of 20ft.
above floor level is then found when a horizontal line
drawn through 20 o on the vertical axis on the left of the
chart cuts the curve for D = 100 ft. The length of the
speaker column necessary for these conditions is found by
dropping a vertical line from this point to the horizontal
axis at the bottom of the chart, and for this example such a
line cuts the axis at 5 ft. The column must therefore consist
of n speakers distant d ft. between centres so that nd = 5.
Thus one might choose four 12 in. dia. speakers on 15 in.
centres; five 10 in. speakers on 12 in. centres or six 8 in.
speakers on 10 in. centres. It has been found from practical
experience that a column of four speakers will be satisfactory for most applications, and such a column has the added advantage of being matched to an amplifier more easily
than a column of five or six speakers.
The answer to the problem posed at the b eginning of
the Appendix is therefore: "Construct the column of four
twelve inch diameter speakers on fifteen inch centres.
Place the column so that its centre is approximately 20 feet
above the floor level. Turn the column in the horizontal
direction so that it faces the diagonally opposite corner of
the seating area (remembering that the source of originating sound was near one corner) and then tilt the column
forward to make an angle of 20° with the vertical." As explained previously in the paper, for the most satisfactory
results it is necessary that the column b e placed so that the
sound p ath from it to any listening position is longer than
that from the original source.
The above paper is reprinted from "Architecttt1'e in Austmlia", Oct.Dec., 1955.
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Innes Equipment Limited
Metropolitan Toronto, Ontario
Architects, Marani & Morris

Located on the south side of Highway 401 -in North York, the Innes
Equipment plant, which handles the sale, maintenance and repair of botb
light and heavy road constmction eqttipment, covers an area of approximately 40,000 sqttare feet.
The fottr main tmits of the plm1t consist of an office wing, a showroom,
a Parts Department and a Maintenance and l~orkshop Department.
Each tmit has been distinguished by a separate elevatiotlal treatment.
The focal point of the plant is a cirwlar glass showroom in which
equipment of up to 20 feet in height and 40 tons in weight can be displayed. To the right of the showroom and of wrtain wall constmctiot?,
are the general sales offices. To the left, and distingttished by its high
brick wall, permitting of ample storage, is the Parts Department with
service counters opening on to the showroom. Beyond the Parts Department and coveri11g an area equal to it (12,000 square feet), are the
Repair and Maintenance Shops. F9cilities in the shop include overhead
cranes capable of handling loads of five and ten tons.
Beyond the repair shops and forming a separate building is the paim
shop and steam cleaning equipment.
The plant is of steel frame comtmction. Exterior wall finishes are of
wrtain ttJdll, red maple bark brick and asbestos siding. Floors are of
Vinyl tile in the offices, terrazzo in the showroom, concrete in the remaining areas. ll7indows throttghottt are of steel. Each interior area is distingttished by a separate colottr scheme with one ttni{ying colottr carried
throttghout the plant.
The plant is schedttled [or operation i·n the late fall.

Colony Motel, Victoria, British Columbia
Architects, Clack, Clayton, Pickstone

This three storey motel will contain thirty-one units each having a fully
eqttipped kitchen, private bathroom, large bed-sitting room and an individual balcony. The bttilding has been designed /or expansion; an automatic elevator is located to serve the present accommodation and the
future extension.
The site has a steep grade and this has been exploited by having access
to the office and major parking area under one wing. Althottgh the site
is located close in to Victoria City centre the approach to the motel is
open and the forecottrt will be landscaped to take advantage of this.
General construction is o/ wood frame, stttcco and steel. Colottr will
be tued as an important applied element of the design.
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UMVERSITY OF ALBERTA NATIONAL AWARDS

1956

Kathleen Parlow has earned the gratitude of Canada as an
outstanding master of the violin and instructor in its technique.
She was born in Calgary and, as a child, was taken to California.
Her genius was recognized early; at the age of fourteen she
was soloist with the London Symphony Orchestra, and admirets in England arranged that she should go to St. Petersburg to
study unde1· the great Leopold Auer.
Then followed many years of triumphal progress in the service of music throughout the continents of Europe and North
America. If one wishes to recall some of the scenes of those triumphs, one may mention Berlin, Leipsig, Rome, The Hague,
many visits to the royal palace of Norway, the great cities
which hold the musical centres of the eastern United States.
Miss Parlow has been described by the world,.s critics as one
of its outstanding violinists, and by more than one as its greatest
woman violinist.
From Leopold Auer she received more than an enrichment
of her powers of enchantment. She has demonstrated in a personal tribute to his memory her sense of the g1·eatness of the
teacher's calling to which she has, since her return to Canada
some fifteen years ago, dedicated herself. Not only has she held
the t01·ch of musical understanding and skill; she is engaged in
passing it, buming brighter for what she herself has added to
musical experience, to the success01·s in Canada of Spohr, Auer
and Parlow.

Eric Ross Arthur comes to us from the academic and the
professional worlds, from childhood and youth in New Zealand, ana early manhood in England, from service in the first
World War as an infantryman and in the second as an A.B. in
the Merchant Navy.
As teacher, editor, author and critic, Professor Arthur has
long been a devoted and unwearying friend of all the arts in
Canada and, in particular, an inspiring force in the promotion
of g1·eater achievement in the field of architecture. To his colleagues and former students in every part of Canada he is a
beloved figure, and a leader who is continuously concerned
with professional betterment.
Thirty years ago, he began to make his thoughtful and scholarly contributions to the Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada. As its editor, he has rendered notable se1·vice,
and has made that enlightened publication a true interpreter of
the interdependence of architecture and all the visual arts.
His painstaking and ]Jrobing researches into such fields as
Canadian building over th e centuries are the subject of repeated admiration in the literature of Canadian architecture,
and his incidental writings - such as the contribution to the
(Massey) Royal Commission Studies - (f're literary and intf'llectual delights.
Professor Arthur's seroices to Canada over th e years ha ve
been distinguished. His influence is wide and penetrating.
August 1956

THESE AWARDS were instituted in 1951 in connexion with the
Banff School of Fine Arts, to recognize outstanding contributions in the fields of letters, music, painting and allied arts.
The ceremony took place in the Banff School on the occasion
of the presentation of scholarships by the Director of the School,
Senator Donald Cameron. The three National Award winners
were inu·ocluced by the Chancellor of the University of Alberta,
Dr E. P. Scarlett who read the citations given below.

Roderick Langmere Haig-Brown set out, while still at
school, to convey to others the satisfaction which came to him
as he studied the wild creatmes of f01·est and stream and the
background against which their life was lived.
A smooth-flowing, unaffected manner of W1·iting, a sharp
sense of the value of words, and a capacity to se·ize on essentials, all served admirably in the recording of his impressions
and thoughts.
This enthusiasm for nature, de1·ived in England from his
father's example and nou1·ished by the sedate aspects of the
English count1-yside, 1·eached its fullness among the overwhelming forests and the tmbulent streams of British Columbia. He
retumed once to England; within two years the Pacific Coast
had called him back. Despite encouragements to make his life
in the United States, he chose Canada.
For the last quarter-century he has l-ived in British Columbia.
The literary works which he has produced during this pe1·iod
have earned for him comparison with such others as Thoreau
and Sir Edward Gmy, and the gratitude of all- not only in the
English-speakin,g countries, but in those which use the French,
German and Spanish languages into which his books have been
translated- who have something of the will and the power to
enioy nature as he has done.
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VIEWPOINT
Is them any way to combat the trend toward burdensome shop
drawings?
Assuming that the architects' plans are complete, shop drawings should be encouraged for the following reasons.
The very fact that building techniques are changing so
rapidly and to encourage the use of these techniques, the architect should dictate the standards and conditions under which
he will accept the equipment or materials. Naturally, the shop
drawings are the vehicles to translate these standards and conditions in order to receive the architects' approval.
One of the functions of the architect is to put on paper the
design of the elements of a building with sufficient detail to
indicate to the specialist what the final product should be like.
It should be the specialist who is more familiar with the problems of manufacture, who should amplify the design in the
form of shop drawings. The shop drawing is therefore the instrument which enables the architect, not only to approve a
final drawing, but also to get together with the specialist to
discuss any problems. No small consideration is that we are
being well paid for this phase of the work.

Cecil N. Blankstein, Winnipeg
We must accept shop drawings as a necessary part of today's
building technique, permitting building components to be shop
assembled at different times and in different places yet fitting
together within acceptable tolerances. Ships, aircraft, sleeping
cars and automobiles are put together in just this way with
varying amounts of hand fitting. Shop fabrication is becoming
a continually greater part of building construction but suppliers,
builders and architects have not yet learned to handle problems
of co-ordination.
As compared with pre-war practice, shop drawings are often
carelessly prepared today. Very few general contractors bother
to look at the drawings of their sub-contractors; it is much
easier to send them on to the architect with the hope that they
will be redrawn in a satisfactory manner. If architects were to
insist that the shop drawings be reasonably close to the original
drawings by returning unsatisfactory ones unmarked, considerable improvement in the quality of shop drawings could be
expected.
The increase in number and complexity of shop drawings
can, to some extent, be offset by a careful appraisal of the
amount and type of information which need be shown on the
working drawings and details. Where shop drawings are to be
received, a carefully written specification will sometimes eliminate the need for elaborate details. There is no place for the
fussy, stylized picture drawings so greatly favoured by competition judges, architectural schools and the glossy magazines.
It must not be forgotten that it is partly through the increased effort and co-operation of the architect that the economies and advantages of shop assembly are achieved and that
the architect should be paid adequately for the additional work.
The overdue revision of architects' fees will be achieved, not
by individual firms, but by the joint efforts of the autonomous
provincial associations, the R A I C and those engineering associations whose problems and interests are similar to our own.

Richard E. Bolton, Montreal
Brevity of experience and a fallib le memory combine to create
the recollection that shop drawings were few in number before
the last war, and were furnished chiefly to indicate methods
of fastening together structural members, or jointing of stone,
or other similar items which were not shown in detail on architectural drawings. Typical shop drawil)gs included structural
steel and steel stairs, but with the then accepted system of
cladding the structure, the shapes and sizes of gusset plates
and angles were of little consequence, and steel stairs often
came directly out of the catalogue. The burden of checking
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was a mere stripling.
Came the post war period, with experienced tradesmen few
and far between, and grief made an early entrance with a display of awkward details, and frequent conflict between interlocking trades. The outcome was a number of unhappy owners,
and still more unhappy contractors and architects!
In search for a remedy, many trades began submitting shop
drawings for approval, in the hope of catching the errors in
advance. Architects, anxious to avoid the headaches of building mistakes and attendant delays, took on the job of checking. The results were effective, the mistakes were reduced, and
inevitably the numbers and variety of shop drawings grew
apace, and the burden of checking increased in stature from
the pre-war stripling.
Many buildings have changed appreciably in character from
pre-war days, and we have, for example, frequent instances of
exposed structure today, where the sizes, shapes, and methods
of securing one member to another, are vital to the success of
the design. Internally there are significant changes too. Elaborate contemporary lighting, and the growing demand for intricate heating and ventilating systems, with their labyrinths
of ducts, have made many buildings, especially in the commercial field, very different from their predecessors of the
thirties and early forties. When these developments came along,
the pattern of producing multifarious shop drawings had
already been established, and it was natural therefore, that the
tr.ades involved. should add their ever increasing share to the
pile. The checkmg burden has now become a giant!
So much for b~ckground. But has not the Profession only itself to thank for Its too ready acceptance of the work of checking these reams of drawings?
Fear of delays in the progress of construction, whether
caused by the making of corrections or substitutions, seems to
be the governing factor which drives architects into the maze
of excessive sh?p. draw~ngs. But surely there are only certain
trades, or certam Items m a few trades, which require personal
che?king. by t?e architec~ - the structural steel, perhaps, in
?On]unchon with. mechamcal trades, stone jointing in certain
mstances; and miscellaneous metals. Not Kalamien doors mat
sinkages, wall-cladding, and such, .which would seem to be
much more appropriately handled in the office of the General
Contractor, where for purposes of co-ordination of the work,
these must undergo careful scrutiny in any event.
Articles by Walter S. Johnson, Q.C., and some others of the
Legal Fr~ternity see~. to suggest that. the architect is rapidly
approachmg the positiOn where he will be held culpable for
almost any defect in a structure of his design. Notwithstanding
this, or even to reverse this trend of thought, perhaps the time
is ripe when the architect should relinquish to the contractor
such details of building administration as are more appropriately his responsibility.
If th~s were done it is most likely that the quality of building
would Improve greatly, through more enlightened trades taking a greater interest in the details of their production. With
this ~n m,ind, and subordina~i~~ the object of diminishing the
architects work of responsibility, should not the Profession
examine the present situation, and if appropriate, take steps to
rectify it?
Wanted- a Giant-Killer!

William E. Fleury, Toronto
There is no way of combatting the present trend toward
burdensome shop drawings, without reversina the trend toward off site prefabrication of building comp~nents.
In recent years the shop drawing has gradually replaced the
architect's detail drawing as the fina l directive in the production ol buildings and the things that comprise them, for the
shop drawing _i s an essential eleme nt in all off site production .
The decline of the architect's detail in importance leads me to
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believe that since the burden of the shop-drawing inevitably
becomes heavier some thought should be given to lightening
the load of detailing.
Detail drawings in large measure are now merely primary
instructions to the fabricator who uses them as a source of information in preparing his shop drawings. If this fact were to
be generally recognized, many hours of draughtsmen's time
could be saved in detailing.
A .S. Mathers, Toronto
Admitting that the checking of shop drawings is necessary, the
trouble with them is their tardiness, inaccuracy and generally
poor quality.
It seems to me that this condition is only part of a general
skimping which applies to many services other than shop drawings, and this makes our problem all the more difficult to combat.
A fabricator, for various reasons, seeks to "get by" with a
minimum of draughting; the resultant gap in the supply of
information is, as usual, filled by the architect who can not
stand by and watch his job suffer. I do not know of any quick
remedy for this state of affairs and think that the only way to
improve the situation is to be increasingly insistent, in each in-

dividual case, on receiving complete and accurate drawings
and to remove habitual offenders from the lists of acceptable
suppliers.
R. Schofield Morris, Toronto
I think so, given time. Architecturally we could produce more
and better details and insist on their being followed. From the
specification viewpoint, the criminal is "or equal". Mechanically, perhaps, the solution is not so simple though surely the
number could be reduced.
All of these are the outcome of the factory age and the sooner
architects give a lead to the factories the sooner will come a
diminution of paper effluent.
Much of the responsibility the architect is assuming at the
present time is more properly within the sphere of the contractor but, more and more, the contractor is attempting to
shed his responsibilities. Co-ordination is more sensibly carried
out before shop drawings are prepared. Surely it is the duty
of the supplier to conform rather than to produce and then
hope to torture his equipment into place over the architects'
signature.
John Wade, Victot"ia

N EWS FROM THE INSTITUTE
MANITOBA

The annual gathering of the RAIC at Banff this year was
attended by a small delegation from this province, partly
official representatives of the Manitoba Association of Architects and a very few others who could spare the time
for the journey. This seems to be the usual state of affairs;
few architects can spare the time, or meet the expense
involved in attending conventions at distant places, much
as they might wish to do so. However, by holding the
meetings at different locations each year, all have a chance
to go when it is held in their area.
It seems a pity that more of the younger architects could
not get to these conventions. Socially it is a golden opportunity to meet former classmates and contemporaries from
other parts of the country. In the writer's case, some ten
from his class of over eighty were in attendance, but seven
of these were Alberta members. Too, there is much to be
learned from the older men in the profession; not only
from formal discussions and seminars, which often employ
outside talent from engineering, art or allied fields , but in
casual 'shop talk' with the older group. The regional problems and restrictions met in various areas provide fruitful
comparisons with what is done in one's own home town.
One other thought - could not more of the big architectural firms send a junior member of their staff as well as
one or more of the 'name' partners? These men, too,
deserve the opportunity, and could make a great contribution from their experience in larger offices.

]. S. Allison, Winnipeg
OBITUARY

Har·o]d Carter, who died suddenly on July 9th, at the age
of seV<"Ilty , was bont in Euglaml a11d ser ved his appren-

ticeship th ere. Coming to Canada .in 1909, he made Toronto his home and resided on Cornell Avenue in Scarbor-
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ough from 1917 until his death.
For twenty-five years he was with the firm of Sproatt &
Rolph, and during his career shared in the architectural
work on such prominent buildings as Hart House, Emmanuel College, the R. S. McLaughlin Residence in Whitby, the Parish House of Holy Rosary Church, the original
building of and the addition to St. Nicholas Church, and
the original building for Scarborough Collegiate (now the
R. H . King Collegiate), and lhe addition thereto.
During the Second World War Mr Carter was with
the Navy and Air Force in Ottawa. Following the war he
joined the Department of Works, Province of Ontario.
In 1946, he formed his own firm to practise architecture
and was the senior partner of Carter & Coleman, later
Carter, Coleman & Rankin, with offices at 2201 Kingston
H.oad. His firm was responsible for many schools in Scarborough and elsewhere including the Winston Churchill
and West Hill Collegiates.
Mr Carter was an ardent lawn bowler and in his younger days played tennis and cricket. He was an ardent church
man, being a lifelong member of St. Nicholas Church
where he sang in the Choir and served on the Advisory
Board. He was also a former president of that Church's
Lawn Bowling Club and Tennis Club. Mr Carter was a
member of the Masonic Order and a member of the Royal
Canadian Yacht Club.
In his own quiet way, Mr Carter performed many acts
of kindness and was always ready and willing to aid those
requiring help and deserving it. He was an ardent believer
in the profession of architecture and its proper practice,
bei11g particularly f ond of and highly trained in the Gothic
tradition .
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RAIC MEDALS FOR 1956

The RAIC Medal may be awarded each year at each of
the nve recognized Schools of Architecture in Canada,
upon the recommendation of the Director of the School,
to the outstanding student in architecture in the nnal year.
The 1956 awards are as follows:
University of Toronto - Charles Edwin Meek
McGill University - Irving I. Kessler
University of Manitoba- H. Kinoshita
Ecole des Beaux Arts- Romeo Savoie
University of British Columbia- No award.
PRIZES AND AWARDS

The School of Architecture, University of Toronto, announces
the following awards made at the end of the session, 1956.
Fifth Year
Royal Architectural Institute of Canada Medal to C. E.
Meek
Toronto Architectural Guild Gold Medal to R. L. Greig
Anaconda American Brass Limited, Scholarship of $300 to
J. W. Ridpath
Connolly Marble, Mosaic & Tile Company Limited, Scholarship of $250 to J. W. Ridpath
Fourth Year
Argo Block Company Limited, Scholarship of $200 to C. S.
. Cm·neil
Canadian Pittsburgh Industries Limited, Scholarships:
First Award of $150 to C. S. Corneil
Second Award of $100 between J. F. Gallop and A. G.
Zimmerman
Third Year
Ontario Association of Architects Prize of $100 to
Nowski
Toronto Brick Company Limited:
First Prize of $300 to V. Petrulis
Second Prize of $100 to J. J. Nowski

J. J.

Second Year
Ontario Association of Architects Scholarship of $200 to C.
B. Millar
Booth Brick Company Prize of $200 to G. A. Macinnis
Atlas Asbestos Company Limited:
First Prize of $150 to J. T.M. Fusco
Second Prize of $50 to E. W. Pollitt
First Year
Turnbull Elevator Company Limited, Scholarship of $250
to J. M. Hamley
WINTERTIME CONSTRUCTION

The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada after considerable
study of all aspects of this problem, mainly through its Standing Committee on Building Research, wishes to make certain
recommendations as part of a national effort to eliminate seasonal unemployment.
These recommendations are made on behalf of architects,
their clients and the construction industry generally, for the
guidance of those who are contemplating the construction of
buildings during the winter in areas of Canada where winters
are severe or the temperatures low.
It is felt that, generally speaking, wintertime construction
is feasible, provided that proper precautions are taken. It is
recommended that before any decisions are made, the proposals should be discussed with the architects of the buildings in
the light of all circumstances such as climate, type of construction, site conditions, materials, costs, etc.
The decision to build during the winter should be made

by the previous spring so that the architect will have time
to prepare the plans and the specifications. This in turn will
allow time to receive tenders, to select the contractor and to
carry out the project during the winter.
The Royal Institute would like to emphasize also that much
interior maintenance and alteration work can be carried out in
wintertime, thus using the services of h·adesmen who might
otherwise be unemployed at that time.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir,
My attention has been drawn to the article entitled "Cutting
Construction Costs with New Techniques", in the December
1955 issue of the Journal.
When dealing with the stresses in shells the author states
"Sh,~lls are essentially thin reinforced concrete arched shapes
While this is generally true of their geometric shape, it is not
so when considering the method by which they support loads.
The author goes on to say, "No cross bending moment is set
up, and no cross shearing forces". This again is very seldom, if
ever, the case.
In the case of the "Sefton Shell' as illustrated, and the Deal
Drill Hall, fairly heavy cross moments and corresponding shear
forces would arise from the interaction of adjacent shells. These
stresses usually necessitate fairly heavy reinforcing in the valleys, usually accompanied by thickening of the shell.
Yours very truly,
H. Kierulf (P.Eng.)
CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE

Per T. Christoffersen, P. Eng., Dipl. Bauing. E.T.H.
(Zurich); member of Norwegian Society of Civil Engineers; partner, Read, Read, Jones, Christoffersen, consulting engineers, Vancouver.
Mr Christoffersen was born in Norway in 1924, where
he received his early education. He later attended the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology at Zurich, graduating in 1949. Following work with Swiss engineers and with
the Swiss Federal Institute for Testing Materials, he came
to Canada in 1951, where he has worked with his present
nrm, becoming a partner in 1954. Be developed methods
of model analysis which have been successfully used in
several jobs designed by his firm. He has recently done a
vibration investigation for the large bell tower at Mission,
British Columbia.
Basil Dean was born in England. He was educated at St.
Bartholomew's Grammar School and University College,
University of London. He obtained Diploma for Journalism in 1936 (with distinction in economics, history, English
composition and practical journalism, and Harmsworth
Gold Medal). He began work as reporter on the London
Daily Herald, 1936.
In 1938 Mr Dean came to Canada and worked as reporter on two Southam newspapers, the Hamilton Spectator
and the · Edmonton Journal. Commissioned in RCAF (as
public relations officer) in 1941. He served overseas from
1942-44. On discharge in July, 1945, Mr Dean was appointed to the London Bureau of Southam Newspapers of
Canada and remained there until joining the Calgary Herald as Associate Editor in March, 1949. He was appointed
Acting Publisher, December 3, 1954, and in March, 1955,
was appointed Vice-President and Publisher.
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